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ABSTRACT
In this paper we report on our experiences of being involved in the first Research in Practice Project Activity (RIPPA) which was established at UKICER 2021. The purpose of the RIPPA was to bring practitioners and researchers together from multiple institutions to collaboratively perform a practical research task at their own institutions over several months. The intended RIPPA outcomes were to strengthen the knowledge and skills of participants, expand their network of collaborators and to produce high quality research. As the first RIPPA draws to a close, we highlight the main successes, failures and other learning moments of the RIPPA to provide guidance for aspiring RIPPA leaders and participants. We hope that in sharing our experiences, we can encourage and support the launch and success of other RIPPA projects across the field of CER.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Computing education.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A Research in Practice Project Activity (RIPPA) is a new long term, multi-institutional project initiative designed to onboard new researchers into Computing Education Research (CER), to grow a community of CER practice and to produce rich, broadly applicable publications [4]. The first RIPPA, based on spatial skills in introductory computing, was launched at UKICER 2021 and is scheduled to conclude in 2022. This paper is written by the members of the first RIPPA to share our process and experiences to encourage and guide future RIPPA participants and others considering similar initiatives.

This is a research practice paper. It is of relevance to those who want to grow an education research community – that is, it is about the practice of research and development among novice researchers. This is highly important in the CER community because in some countries, CER infrastructure is barely, or not at all, in place.

Our experiences and reflections apply to research because they describe a large, multi-institutional study and the challenges encountered in such an endeavour. They apply specifically to education research because they relate to the issues arising when working with students, like working to student timetables and relying upon student voluntary participation. They also apply specifically to computing education research because such projects make rich research contributions and build the CER community and research infrastructure, vital qualities in a discipline still coming of age [7].

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 MIMNs in CS Education
Fincher & Petre express a need for CS Education (CSEd) researchers to perform multi-institutional, multi-national (MIMN) research [7]. CSEd researchers should collaborate on a multi-institutional level to provide much-needed critique and scrutinise practices in order to form nuanced conclusions which are derived from multiple contexts. These practices make research richer and applicable to a broader audience than if studies were to be conducted in isolated contexts, particularly when the research is multi-national. These kinds of goals are achieved by research initiatives like Working Groups (WGs) associated with the Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education (ITiCSE) conference, where the conference provides a structure to allow researchers from around the world to collaborate over several months, both at distance and in-person, resulting in large quantities of data and multiple perspectives.

However, this requires the formation of collaborative networks in the first place: without connections in the same research space, researchers are unable to find the collaborative colleagues they need to start MIMN studies. In fact, in some instances the partners they need may not exist, particularly if there is no local CER infrastructure. This can be addressed by community building and
research training initiatives which work to create communities capable of research in computing education through explicit training and physical meetings. Some projects which have achieved this are Bootstrapping [9], Scaffolding [8] and BRACE [5]. An experiment kit was created for each project: a resource including all materials, protocols and other details required for individuals to successfully and independently run the project at their own institutions. This led to easy engagement for participants who were given a set of tools and activities with detailed instructions on how to use them.

2.2 RIPPA – A New MIMN Study Form for CS

The RIPPA was envisioned as a similar kind of activity to other MIMNs in CER. It was designed as a multi-institutional study with a low barrier to entry, consisting of practical tasks which can be completed with limited experience in the RIPPA's subject area, following guiding principles set out by Fincher et al. [6]. It is an amalgam of other MIMN projects (Bootstrapping, Scaffolding and BRACE) combining their training and community building aspects while doing this regularly (e.g., annually) like the ITiCSE WG model. Crucially, like WGs, it is unfunded, using the enticement of publications and professional development to help participants to encourage their institutions to support and possibly fund the research.

The RIPPA comes at a crucial time in the UK CER journey. CS education is burgeoning: computing is a mainstream school subject across the UK; Computing at School1 was a phenomenon; and there is government funding for programmer and teacher training initiatives – e.g., the Institute of Coding2 and the National Centre for Computing Education. Yet there is little infrastructure to support research on all this activity. There are few experienced researchers or PhD students, and limited funding streams for CER. Education is highly contextualised, so a strong local research base is necessary.

RIPPA is an early step in the development of this local research base, developing CER infrastructure with three main goals:

- Give participants an opportunity to develop their skills in research and practice by engaging with CER methods, tools and practices through collecting data from tests/surveys, performing interventions, applying CER tools, engaging with CER data analysis methods, writing for CER venues, etc. RIPPA should give participants the appropriate scaffolding and guidance to engage with valuable, common practices in CER.
- Participants should build a network of collaborators. By participating in group tasks, meetings and communications, participants should get the opportunity to meet and engage with their peers, creating a network of future collaborators.
- Feedback to the community by generating high-quality publications. While developing skills and connections, RIPPA is still MIMNs capable of producing rich and valuable data from many varied institutions, making them vehicles for producing high-quality research. Feeding this back into the CER community strengthens knowledge and understanding across CER, furthering the field in a meaningful way.

Process of each RIPPA may vary but should broadly follow the following stages, whose sequence and period can be seen in Figure 1:

1. Established researcher decides on a topic of broad value
2. Preparation of an experiment kit
3. Call for participants prior to UKICER
4. Preliminary meetings
5. Meet at UKICER
6. Spend a year conducting research
7. Write up for publication at a future UKICER

These stages lend themselves to the three goals of the RIPPA in different ways. Developing skills and research practice is primarily achieved in stages 6 and 7 of the RIPPA when participants engage with research tools at their own institutions and then come back together to analyse data and write for publication. Building a network of collaborators is achieved through the initial networking in stages 2–5, and throughout the project via check-ins and collaboration on the final stages of the project. Generating a publication is technically achieved in stage 7 when the project is written up, and the data for publication is collected throughout stage 6 as well.

2.3 The First RIPPA: Spatial Skills in CS Education

Spatial skills appear to expose a set of abstract cognitive skills associated with success in many STEM domains, demonstrated by multiple correlational studies in many contexts. Spatial skills training appears to be valuable, particularly in engineering education [19, 21] but across several STEM domains – that is, deliberately improving spatial skills through intervention leads to positive STEM outcomes [18, 20]. The relationship also appears to be bi-directional: Pallrand & Seeber demonstrated that physics instruction can improve spatial skills in a way that liberal arts learning does not [14].

In CSEd specifically we have seen a recent increase of evidence for this relationship. Several studies have shown correlations with particular factors of success in CS [1, 11, 12, 17] there are examples of spatial skills training appearing to improve CS outcomes [2, 3, 16].

However, spatial skills in CER is still fledgling with limited exploration of different contexts. We have not yet determined if the relationship is bi-directional, which has implications for our understanding of the core relationship. We also have limited understanding of the impact of demographic factors, like gender and socio-economic status (SES), with only a few studies discussing this in detail [13, 15]. Therefore, the specific goals of this RIPPA are:

- To determine if the relationship is bi-directional by seeing if spatial skills improve over a period of CS instruction
- To explore the effect of demographic factors on the relationship between CS and spatial skills
- To contribute to the existing corpus of spatial skills and CS research by determining if the correlation between spatial skills and CS module grades holds

Note that this RIPPA is designed to understand a learning process, not to improve practice. A related RIPPA could have been for all the participants to apply spatial skills training in their own institutions as educational practice. This choice of research or practice focused projects may impact participation, just as in WGs. Also, while this study’s spatial skills findings may be interesting, they do not have much bearing on the RIPPA process. We give details of the project to provide important context, but the main purpose of this paper is to describe more generally the RIPPA for future RIPPA hopefuls, so our description of the spatial skills component is light and we focus
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1https://www.computingatschool.org.uk/
2https://instituteofcoding.org/
on the specifics of running the RIPPA. We plan to publish details on the spatial skills work specifically in the future.

3 PROCESS AND EXPERIENCES

Here we step through each stage of the RIPPA and describe the method followed for our specific context, the experiences of the participants and key learnings from our approach. Our learnings here will probably be of use to many future RIPPAs, but in some cases may be specific to our own RIPPA. We give a more general set of recommendations based on these learnings in Section 4.2.

3.1 Stage 1: Inception

3.1.1 Method. Anyone considering running a RIPPA should consider a research or practice project that requires multiple participants to produce some strong evidence; is likely to capture the imagination, to ensure good buy-in; involves data collection activities that can be undertaken by the participants relatively simply and mechanically. Such a study captures all the goals of the RIPPA: easy to implement for a group of potentially relatively inexperienced researchers to produce a large dataset leading to publication.

3.1.2 Experiences. The spatial skills project ticked all these boxes. The RIPPA leader established gaps in the known relationship between spatial skills and CS, as well as areas requiring further replication, and shaped research questions around these explorable areas. In particular, the RIPPA leader needed institutions involved which weren’t already running any kind of spatial skills intervention, which would obfuscate spatial skills development as a result of CS.

3.1.3 Learning. Anyone considering running a RIPPA should consider a research or practice project that requires multiple participants to produce some strong evidence; is likely to capture the imagination, to ensure good buy-in; involves data collection activities that can be undertaken by the participants relatively simply and mechanically. Such a study captures all the goals of the RIPPA: easy to implement for a group of potentially relatively inexperienced researchers to produce a large dataset leading to publication.

3.2 Stage 2: Experiment Kit

3.2.1 Method. Prior to launching the RIPPA, an experiment kit was developed utilising the principles proposed by Fincher et al. in their advice on designing MIMN studies [6]. The experiment kit described the project overview, study design, methodology and protocol, and included copies of instruments required. The main instruments for this study were a spatial skills test (the revised PSVT-R [22]) and an SES survey (compiled from the PISA SES survey and the Family Affluence Survey [10]).

The RIPPA leader also entered an ethics application at their institution to approve the handling of the data, pending the participants’ own institutional approval to collect and share the data. The documents submitted and the approval letter were added to the kit.

Although the initial kit was sent out as a static archive, as more updates were made (e.g., adding ethics documents to the kit for reference) the participants pushed to move the kit to a shared online storage space where we could all see live updates. This was done initially as a result of some minor text-surface errors identified in one of the instruments, and the kit was kept online in case any other inaccuracies were noticed or additions were requested.

3.2.2 Experiences. From the perspective of the RIPPA leader, developing the kit was trivial, with three main perspectives to consider: the project description, the context, and a clear, concise protocol. This led to the kit’s three root documents: a handbook covering the general expectations of the project, the timeline and the research questions; an instrument instructions document which focused explicitly on the logistics and specifics of delivering the instruments being used; and a context overview document which explained the background relationship in more detail. The purpose of splitting out the reading was to allow participants to find what they needed at any point in the project quickly without being overwhelmed with a single, impenetrable document. Not only was this valuable to participants, but it also allowed the RIPPA leader to be more explicit in specific documents regarding their subject matter.

Everyone valued the experiment kit: it was a useful resource which explained the whole project and had everything needed to participate. Moving the kit online was also useful because it gave us confidence that content was up to date and could be updated if it needed to be. Fincher suggests trialling the experiment kit in a few institutions before releasing it to the wider group [6]. There was not time for this in the current RIPPA, but in this case the benefits would probably not have been notable since this particular RIPPA mostly used tried and tested instruments which had already been through several rounds of rigorous examination and applied in many contexts. In a context where new materials are being created for the RIPPA, a pre-release stage would be valuable.

3.2.3 Learning.

- An up-to-date and accurate experiment kit is seen as a valuable resource.
- Well established or at least pre-made materials are less likely to have errors or difficulties in delivery when distributed, making RIPPAs more accessible and less demanding.

3.3 Stages 3–5: Call for Participation, Initial Meetings and RIPPA Launch Session

3.3.1 Method. Email advertisements for the RIPPA went out to the SIGCSE and SICS4 mailing lists in August 2021, and a drop-in
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3[https://www.oecd.org/pisa/test/]

4[The Scottish Informatics and Computer Science Alliance]
session was held at ICER at the end of the month. The RIPPA was also advertised on the UKICER website with a sign-up form.

After several informal, individual online Q&A meetings for interested but uncommitted parties, a launch session was held at UKICER in September 2021. The launch session consisted of information dissemination through a presentation by the RIPPA leader on the project context, expected participation requirements and project outcomes, followed by a discussion session. Those in attendance (or unable to attend but had explicitly indicated that they wished to participate) formed the initial group of 10 RIPPA participants.

3.3.2 Experiences. The multiple calls for participation garnered roughly 15 expressions of interest from various parties. Most respondents fell into three broad categories: teaching practitioners with limited CER experience, experienced computing researchers but outwith the sphere of CER, and researchers/practitioners with existing CER experience. The first group is who the RIPPA was originally designed to capture, however the other categories are valuable to include: bringing researchers with different backgrounds into CER will enrich the project and the community with alternative research perspectives, and having more experienced researchers involved in the RIPPA may be of limited benefit to them individually but it would be valuable for less experienced RIPPA members to meet and collaborate with these experienced partners. Nevertheless, clearly the means of reaching the target groups weren’t exclusively capturing the participants the RIPPA was designed for.

It was also impossible to tell form the sign-up form where the prospective participants had heard about the RIPPA from. This would have helped us to know which mailing lists or venues to target with future advertisements and generally would have helped us categorise these various forms of contact for future RIPPAs.

The individual Q&A discussions were valuable in helping those who had seen the brief but still had questions: teaching practitioners with limited CER experience, experienced computing researchers but outwith the sphere of CER, and researchers/practitioners with existing CER experience. The first group is who the RIPPA was originally designed to capture, however the other categories are valuable to include: bringing researchers with different backgrounds into CER will enrich the project and the community with alternative research perspectives, and having more experienced researchers involved in the RIPPA may be of limited benefit to them individually but it would be valuable for less experienced RIPPA members to meet and collaborate with these experienced partners. Nevertheless, clearly the means of reaching the target groups weren’t exclusively capturing the participants the RIPPA was designed for.

Engagement during the launch meeting’s post-presentation discussion session was high. We discussed several points on the technicalities of the various measures being used and on the background research. Each of these points was covered by the experiment kit which was only released after the meeting, so there was some duplication of effort but it was good to address concerns directly.

3.3.3 Learning.

- Capturing where participants heard about the RIPPA from would have allowed us to review if particular avenues of communication were better suited to targeting specific demographics of participants.
- Individual Q&A meetings may require some effort to set up and involve duplicated information sharing, but are valuable in encouraging participation.
- Participation could be encouraged by reaching out to senior CS faculty at various institutions, ideally with a promise of local support for taking part in RIPPAs.
3.4 Stage 6: Individual Institutional Research

3.4.1 Method. After the initial meetings and the release of the experiment kit, we conducted the research activity in our own institutions. The work required fell into three broad steps.

The first step was to prepare for the study. Since student data was involved, each participant had to gain ethical approval through their own institutional channels with applications confirming that the students’ data would be safe and identities protected through to dissemination in stage 7. The RIPPA leader submitted an ethics application to their institution prior to the project to permit data handling and to provide a template for other institutions to follow.

The next step was to recruit students, achieved by: encouraging participation in the tests/measures during or immediately after a scheduled lecture, advertising separate testing sessions, and putting the materials online to be completed in their own time.

Finally, the data was collected. In all instances, online versions of the instruments were used (at the time of delivery, restrictions on in-person teaching were in place at all participating institutions). Spatial skills were measured at three points across the academic year (start of first semester, end of first/start of second semester and at the end of teaching), SES and consent responses were collected only at the start of the semester and grade data is to be collected once assessments have been ratified at the end of the academic year. The timings of the various activities can be found in Figure 1.

3.4.2 Experiences. Ethical approval/IRB proved to be a major early challenge to most participants: each institution had different protocols and requirements and none met third-party approval standards, making shared documentation impossible to produce and raising different challenges for each participant. Most of the challenges were manageable, usually just requiring more details than were provided in the leader’s submission, but the back-and-forth took time and effort. The project also started too late, with several participants having to scramble to get their applications submitted in time for the start of teaching. However, having the leader submit an overall application was valuable, as it gave participants an idea of the language to use and detail to provide in our own submissions.

The RIPPA leader’s ethics application was useful; it gave everyone else an idea of the language and detail expectations for our own submissions. It also gave the RIPPA leader a better idea of the work required for for a project of this scale. The RIPPA leader must be aware of the challenges participants are facing when participating, since there may well be unforeseen difficulties not captured in documentation. This does not necessarily mean that they should perform every step of the project: this would give them a real participant perspective, allow them to preempt difficulties as they go and provide another dataset for the project, but coordinating the project and supporting the other participants is a substantial job. Leaders should be wary of overworking themselves at the expense of the RIPPA outcomes, even with good intent.

Student recruitment was a major challenge. Although the repeated measure was only a 20-minute exercise, there was a steep attrition observed between testing periods. Frustratingly, a number of students also took part in the tests but refused to consent to their data being used in research, forcing us to remove their datapoints from the analysis pool – this mostly seemed to occur in institutions where the consent form had been delivered separately from the other instruments, suggesting that while the students had the motivation or opportunity to complete the exercises, they did not follow through and complete the consent form at a later date.

Another recruitment challenge was faculty recruitment: in some cases it was necessary to bring other faculty into the project to assist, either to promote the project to their classes, to assist in the data collection or to act as a third party to handle data in cases where the perception of coercion needed to be avoided. Despite some time being spent on discussions with other faculty at one institution, it did not ultimately bear fruit and the project delivery had to be pushed back by a semester. Although assistance was secured for the second semester, we would have benefited from having an action plan for bringing other faculty on board and liaising with other members of local CER networks who may have been able to assist.

At the October check-in, several people dropped out saying that they did not have time to continue the project. This may also have been compounded by discouragement through poor student uptake. Those who decided not to continue with the RIPPA had unanimously struggled to collect responses in the first data collection, though this was not a large problem (the data could still be used and there was an opportunity to collect more data over a second semester). Generally, applying the instruments and data collection was not challenging. We each had some initial work to prepare the instruments for our own institutional platforms but the kit protocol made the process clear. This stage was an opportunity to develop skills and knowledge in CER and was easy to engage with.

Participants who collected many datapoints in the early stages of the project remained involved up to the final data collection, even though there were long periods of inactivity after a major data collection. We expect that this is due to the high input required during the initial stages of the project, meaning that those of us who had already completed the initial stages felt that it was worth continuing. This may not be the case for projects with easier initial steps (e.g. for whatever reason, ethical approval was not required early on). This could be addressed through more frequent contact and communication, even throughout quiet periods of the project.

With respect to more frequent communication, much of this stage of the project was conducted on a very individual basis. One participant indicates that while they did not feel at this point that they had formed a good “team environment”. However, aside from possibly an additional “getting to know each other” session early in the project, we do not feel that these sessions would necessarily have been valuable as frequent activities, particularly as the workload in both the project and our own institutions increased.

3.4.3 Learning.

- Start RIPPAs much earlier than the start of the academic year to allow the required discussion and assistance on ethics/IRB to happen, allowing for internal institutional application turn-around. The launch should happen during the summer and UKICER should be a check-in prior to data collection.
- Having the RIPPA leader participate is valuable for them to give advice to participants and provide template activities/documentation, but should be balanced with support.
- Garner institutional support for student participation (in line with internal ethicals), such as offering credit for participation, getting senior academics to promote studies, etc.
3.5 Stage 7: Publication Plans
This stage of the RIPPA has not yet been completed. We cannot speculate on experiences or learnings, so we describe only the method. We have collected data on several hundred students across the project, with student grade data incoming. The next steps will be for each participant to obscure their data by replacing student IDs with unique identifiers. This data will be sent to the RIPPA leader who will collate all the data into a single repository with identifiers again replaced with a uniform standard for every student.

We plan a collective data analysis strategy. The RIPPA leader will identify some key analyses to run on the data and will bring the group together online to run them together. Through this process, participants should see exemplar analyses being run and will be able to query the steps and suggest either amendments, alternative analyses or additional checks which the leader has missed.

Finally, we will begin the write-up process. The RIPPA leader will create a publication template and discuss what each section will involve. Participants will then request responsibility for different sections for them to write, with the RIPPA leader providing supervision over all the sections. For participants who feel too inexperienced or are not sure where to start, the RIPPA leader will pair up with them and assist in the writing directly, allowing everyone the opportunity to learn and experience the writing process.

4 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Meeting General RIPPA Outcomes
Looking back over the RIPPA so far, the main question to answer is whether the general RIPPA outcomes have been met. The first outcome, strengthened knowledge and skills in research and practice, appears to have been met. Through joining the RIPPA, participants have improved their research skills by thoughtful deployment and monitoring of the data collection instruments. Our knowledge and skills have been developed by engagement with common research methodologies and coming up against typical challenges faced in education research like submitting IRB applications and working to students’ timetables. We intend to develop these skills further in the analysis and write-up stages of the project, where we will engage with data analysis and writing for CER.

The second outcome, strengthened and expanded network of collaborators, has been partially met: more could have been done in this respect. The leader had a tendency to contact participants individually, siloing progress and limiting connectivity with other participants to get work done quickly. While this may have maximised RIPPA progress, it wasn’t conducive to building a strong community of collaborators. Still, we have had opportunities to discuss and share along the way, and there will be extra efforts made to provide more collaboration opportunities during analysis/write-up.

The third outcome, publication, is ongoing. This paper partially achieves this, to feedback to the UKICER community and to give us an opportunity to collaborate on a publication before working on the larger-scale data analysis and dissemination, which we intend to publish within the next year.

4.2 Recommendations
Our RIPPA had a specific pre- and post-test structure with generally well established instruments. Any other RIPPA with a different structure will of course have different requirements and considerations to make, so our learnings may not be valuable to every future RIPPA leader or participants. However, we consider the following recommendations, based on our own experiences and reflections, to be general and widely applicable for future RIPPA:

- **Start early.** The launch meeting should start well in advance of September, with a session at UKICER to check-in and lay out final plans for engagement with the individual activities.
- **Meet frequently.** This is important to develop the community of practice among participants (a major RIPPA outcome), collect experiences from participants to provide insight and record feedback points, allow the leader to ensure activities are on track and improve collegiality among participants.
- **Continually check for skills development opportunities.** Leaders should provide these. Participants should seek them out, especially if they want to develop specific skills.
- **Formalise the participant list early.** Ensuring even a low level of commitment is likely to reduce long term drop-out among participants. It may turn some away who are not ready to commit to the RIPPA, but those remaining will benefit from a clearer relationship with an established group.
- **Reiterate and discuss the project outcomes and goals frequently** to keep participants motivated and make their work feel “worth it” when there are valuable final outcomes.

5 CONCLUSION

The first RIPPA is still ongoing, so it is hard to say exactly what the outcomes will be. However, we have collected a large quantity of data on students in multiple institutions around the world and expect to be able to perform complex, valuable analyses with respect to our original research questions. We see this as a success in and of itself, but we have also detailed how we feel that the RIPPA’s more general outcomes have been achieved. While they are not without challenges, which we should overcome as a community, RIPPAs appear to be valuable activities in CER with positive implications for skills and knowledge development, community building and high-quality research. We encourage anyone interested in leading or participating in a RIPPA in the future to do so.
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[This, of course, assumes that a RIPPA will need to work around student timetables as we did: requiring measures at different points in their academic pathway. This may not be the case for other RIPPAs, so may not be as important, however we urge participants not to underestimate the amount of time required to complete the initial setup of the project.]


